
Release Notes for Public Patch Release #907 (2011-12-21)

1. Origin Product/Version

OX6 v6.20.0 Rev 35 (Public Patch Release)

2. Packages shipped with this Patch Release

This Patch Release fixes bugs for the following products:

 Open-Xchange Server 6
(Version: v6.20.0 Rev 36 built 2011-12-20)

3. Bugs Fixed with this Patch Release

    Open-Xchange Server 6

20854   "unparseable reply or missing field" 0x800d1000 error during sync of 
public contacts folder
This error happened when USM was trying to read a text attachment for 
some contact.

20971   Editing draft mails not possible after mail has been saved
This was a race condition on color_label flag update.

20974   USM error with "Undelivered Mail Returned to Sender" - internal server 
error in USM
Fixed NullPointerException which was probably caused by badly 
formatted received header (in x-original-headers).

20985   improve trimming of email addresses
Suppressing control and whitespace characters when parsing internet 
address

21014   Quoting broken
Fixed converting <blockquote> tags to text quotes.

21024   Invalid Content-Disposition error while reading a mail
Allow mime-encoded (RFC 2047, Section 6.1) Content-Disposition 
header.

21025   java.lang.ClassNotFoundException: org.apache.log4j.Priority When 
sending Mails
Added log4j library obviously internally used by Jericho library.

21031   USM error: internal error / SST_FOLDERCONTENTS_EXPORT
Fixed StringIndexOutOfBoundsException.
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4. Changes relevant for Administrators

Changes of Configuration Files

- none -

Changes of Database Schemes

- none -

Changes of Command Line Tools

- none -

Changes of Behavior

- none -

Changes of Packaging

- none -

Changes of Front-End Customizations

All CSS changes and a list of new and changed icons can be found on our wiki 
page documenting the Theme changes for each version: 
http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.php?title=ThemeChanges

5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none -

Changes of the SOAP API

- none -

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none -

Changes of the GUI-API

- none -
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6. Tests

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated smoke and 
regression test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup.

In addition all bug fixes have been checked for potential side effects or changed 
behavior. Unless explicitly stated with one of the bug entries above, we do not 
expect other side effects.

7. Known Issues

The following sections list known bugs of severity blocker, critical, or major, and 
show for which time/release a fix will be considered. 

8.1 Known Issues - Open-Xchange Server 6

OX6 Bugs, scheduled for a Minor Release in 2012-Q1

18768 Published e-mail attachment cannot be found

19763 Data gets modified when provisioning users through SOAP

19803 thousands of missing emails in trash

19809 Creating groups through SOAP does not add members to the group

19810 Unable to modify group name via SOAP

19846 Unable to list databases when invalid data has been stored

20784 SOAP - whitespaces are removed

20799 DefaultSenderAddress can be set, but gets overwritten by setEmail1

20934 Carddav kills / merges contacts

OX6 Bugs, valid but no date yet

16879 No connection to WebDav in Windows 7 (32- & 64-bit

18378 OX sends Email reminders in future appointment with participants

OX6 Bugs, reported recently, currently being reviewed

20822 Calendar availability tab does not work anymore

20969 appointment change triggers a mail which does not show the new/changed date or time

20979 Deadlock on master while trying to write into the user_setting table

21010 changing contact removes it from groupware

21015 Unable to clear contact properties via CardDAV

21017 Unable to clear contact properties via CalDAV

21023 Subscription of shared folders does not work

21026 mark task as finished results in duplicates

8. Fixed Bugs

20854,20971,20974,20985,21014,21024,21025,21031
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